Training Information

7525 Braemar Blvd., Edina, MN 55439
December 6-7, 2022 8:00am—4:00pm

Crime Scene Photography: The Essentials
Minnesota POST approved seminar #10444-0013

Register at: Crime Scene Photography: The Essentials
or at: www.on-targetsolutionsgroup.com
This course would be applicable for: This is an immersive two-day fundamentals course is designed
to maximize the use of your equipment for recording court admissible photographic evidence. Focused
toward personnel wanting to expand their introductory awareness or desiring a basic equipment refresher,
while simultaneously learning proven techniques for photographing crime scenes.
Crime Scene/Evidence photography is a learned, specialized and supplemental form of investigative case
reporting. Acquired photography skills will often result in recording critical scene conditions or details that
official written reports may not comprehensively describe.
Attendees should bring available camera equipment including any accessories for in-class
hands on familiarization. Course materials are directly focused on using cameras that have
adjustable-manual setting - internal menu options.

Topics Include:
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equipment Selection Options
Equipment Familiarization
Manual Settings Photography
Exposure Adjustments
Supplemental Lighting
Overcoming Obstacles - Tips & Tricks
Comprehensive Documentation Protocols
Participant Perspective Inclusion
Impression Evidence Recording
Tripod Applications
Appropriate Use of Scales
Mapping & Use of Photo Markers
Analysis - RAW File Format
Court Admissibility Aspects
Usable Reference Material Resources
On-Target Solutions Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 491 Yorkville, IL 60560
815-545-1609

What others have said:
"Instructor was able to simplify and clarify intimidating
topics. I was able to feel comfortable with my
equipment for the first time.
“Instructor is very good at explaining / translating
complex info to easily understandable terms."
"Excellent use of stories/experience to further the class
material. Presented complex materials into easy to
understand format. The classroom exercises were very
helpful and the instructor how best to photograph
certain things such as recovered firearms or vehicles!"
"This course was very helpful in getting to know how to
use your equipment and where to find settings. The
mechanics and science of photography gives you a
good foundation for taking good crime scene photos."

Fee: $325.00
($300.00 if 3 or more from same agency)

